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Remarks on Some Tebtunis Papyri in SB XVIII
(Plates 5-7)
Twelve Tebtunis papyri from the University of California collection
were included in Elbert Wall's 1983 Duke dissertation, New Texts in the
Economy of Tebtynis. Previously accessible as P. Tebt. Wall on CDRom 6 of
the Duke Databank of Documentary Papyri, the texts were recently printed in
hard copy in SB XVIII under numbers 1382-1393. I first saw the SB texts
during a visit to Leuven in March 1995 and realized that they included some
papyri that I had worked on during my years in Berkeley, 1968-1974. They
were to be part of a lukewarmly projected fifth volume of Tebtunis Papyri;
but the late John Shelton's move to Germany and my own move to Chicago
and near simultaneous rededication to Byzantine studies allowed the project to
lapse. Thus there is no sense in which either John Shelton or I would have
argued for an extended claim to these and other Berkeley papyri. In fact, their
publication is most welcome. Nevertheless, when back in Chicago I reviewed
the SB transcripts against the ones I had made years ago, I noted a fair number
of differences, some significant. Those for all but one of the six papyri
discussed here (SB XVIII 13784 = P.Tebt. II 502 = P.Tebt.Wall3), I could
quickly check against photographs I had brought with me from Berkeley to
Chicago in 1974; subsequently, a photograph of P.Tebt. II 502 was obtained
through the good graces of Anthony S. Bliss, Rare Book Librarian of the
Bancroft Library. Wall's dissertation includes plates of all twelve papyri, but
copies of the dissertation obtainable through interlibrary loan have of course
only Xeroxes of these. In some places these can be helpful, in others not. I
therefore publish here, for the readers' convenience and in anticipation of
possible further improvements to the texts, plates of five of the six papyri
under discussion; the sixth, P. Tebt. II 527, is far too large to be easily and
economically reproduced in BASP's format.
I offer these proposed corrections in the interests of scholarly
accuracy, with the assurance that, although arrived at over twenty years ago,
they are based on repeated examinations of the originals. Fresh review in
preparing these notes, with Dr. Wall's transcripts in hand, have brought a few
more refinements. In this exercise I found that there were quite a few times
when Dr. Wall had produced correct readings for ones I had gotten wrong,
and-more important-times when he persisted where I had given up. Generally
speaking, my transcripts tend to show brackets where his and the
corresponding SB transcripts have dotted letters. Without immediate access to
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the original papyri, it is hard to tell what adjustments should be made here. At
times I have had to rely on my original transcripts for these and for other
points of detail, especially when the photographs have seemed indecisive.

SB XVIII 13784 (P. Tebt. II 502, P. Tebt. Wa/13)
Plate 5
For this papyrus my transcript shows the most serious differences from
its SB equivalent: the name of the creditor's guardian and the debtor's
patronymic (lines 8-10 and 22) are recovered, the loan amount (108, not 120
drachmas) is different, the reading of lines 16-17 is radically altered, and a
fuller restoration of the closing lines (26-28) is proposed. My old transcript
differs in these and in so many other points that it seems advisable to print the
text anew, with appropriate brief comments for the more important
emendations. Minor changes are tacitly reported in the transcript. The text of
the papyrus implies changes of hand at lines 21 and 28, but palaeographical
differences, especially between the first and (presumed) second hands, are
hard to identify. It is tempting to consider this a privately made copy of a
Tebtunis record-office document, but if so, it is not labeled as such.
1
"Ewue £n,;aKat~EKa,;ou
AmoKpa't[o]poe Kakapoe T(,;ou
Ai.A.l.ou (A~ptavou 'Avuovt(vou
Ct~aewu Euet~[oue Ilau]vt ytv Tt[n-]
5
't'Uvt Tije :Q~Ai~-toovo~ [IJ.Ept]&le ,;ou 'Apet(vo(,;ou)
VOIJ.OU. OIJ.OAo[YE L] c apantae we <E'tWV>
EtKoct ae1')1J.Oe ~-t[t}qa] Kuplou ,;ou na,;p[6e]
f'Hpoovo(e) 'tOU fiEUK(Ee't]~~ ~~ (£wv) 'tEeeEpaKOvt;a OK['tOOL] ou~[f) av ~~KV1')1J.L( q>) ~E;( LcP)
10
(HpaKA'ij (HpaKA[t1o}u we EWV
'tEeeEpaKOvt;a £n(ro] O~AfJ X~(t]pt ap(te'tEp(i)
rut£xtv nap' a~~~ ~P.~~~Y)ou ~[t]a XEtp(oe)
apyupl.o( u) ~pax~-t[ae] ~Ka'tOV [OK't]rot
Kat ,;oue 'tOKoue &e oo<ptAEv atrtfj
15
Katt' 6~-to~(oy(av) xpt1e~~~ 'tE'tEAEt[WIJ.EVJrle
~ta 'tOU airtou ypa<p(Eto'U ,;]cp nE( vt;E]KaL~EKaup £~~[t] 'Avt[wvt(vou K]~~eap[o]e ,;cp
IJ.1')Vt E>oo({}] ~, fJv (Kat] 6.(va ]~E&l>KEV
aUtii>t [tk] aK[upwetv] K~~ ~f) EnEA(EveEettat)
20
-ri)<V> Capanux~a tnt.~~~ (~P.~~~ii~ ~n:~P. ~v anEXEL.
C apan~~~ IJ.E'ta K[uptou ,;o]u na,;poe
''Hpwvo( e) 't~\! II~~K[ Ee MO'U] an£xw napa
1.
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"tov (HpaKA.Y)[ov "tac ~paxJ.ta]~ E:Ka"tov
6~[ ubt Kat:touc "tP.Kovc &]c w<ptA.£ f.A.OL
25

Ka["ta TY)v Of.A.oAoy(av] Ka[t fl i] £n: ]~~Eve Ecttat
Ka[fubc n;poKELhaL: [ ..... £yp]a¢E UX(Ep) a\rt(Yjc)
ayP.~[flf.A.<lwv.]

28
28

[("E"t01JC) L~]// TI[ a}Uv[ Ly avay£y(pamat)
"t]ov am(ov) ypa<pEL(ov).

~La

1-4 Payni 3 of Hadrian's 17th year= 28 May 155.
4-5 TE [n:]T\Jvt : more likely than TE [~]wvL for Tebtunis documents
of the mid-second century (references in P. Tebt. IT, p. 445).
6 <£"toov>: the writer first omits any notation for the word "year," then
apparently uses the symbol (line 8), then the whole word (line 10).
8 r!Hpwvo(c): here, as elsewhere (lines 9, 12, 13, 22), the ed.pr. fails to
recognize the writer's fondness for abbreviation.
9 oK[ubt]: for the adscri pt, see line 13, cf. 24 (restored).
12 XE tp( oc): not XE tp[oc]. See above, line 8 note.
13 [oK"t]wt: not [ELK]~~~ as in ed.pr. Cf. line 24: 6~["twL, not ~~~[oct,
ed.pr. With these changes, the ed.pr.'s dots beneath the letters become largely
unnecessary.
15 "tE"tEAEL[wJJ.EvJrlc: sic (despite ed.pr.), no doubt by attraction to the
genitive case of xpf)c~~~ (see P.Kronion 13 .15, cf. 11.14). Read
"tE"tEAE LWflE V'Y)V.
16-17 The ed.pr. reads the date of the original loan agreement as:
(~~~~ E:n:~[a]Kat I ~EKa"tov 'Av~~~~~~~~ CE~[a]~"tov; but this, among
other problems, does not conform to the usual way of expressing year dates at
this point in return-of-loan documents, that is, with the regnal year cast in the
dative case, cf. SB XVITI 13785 (=P.Tebt. II 521), 13787 (= P.Tebt. II498).
18 After the short lacuna there can be seen a superlinear horizontal
stroke, indicating that the month name was followed by a cipher for the day.
20 I owe the middle part of this line to the ed.pr., but read the
beginning and end differently. I have far less confidence in the changes I bring
to the end than the detail at the beginning, where the editor's -~L, extending
an abbreviated word from line 19, ~~EA(EucEc )-, is clearly impossible.
25-28 Restorations ad sensum. Ed.pr. records only traces for 26-27.
For details that cannot be made out on the photograph I fall back on my
original transcript. The lacuna in line 26 allows for a short name; perhaps the
creditor's father, Heron, writes for her.
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SBXVITI I3785 (=P.Tebt. II 52I, P.Tebt.Wal/4)
Plate 6
Line 5: aKuproc LV: the papyrus has aKotproc LV (1. aKuproc LV).
Line 8: the second half of the line is problematic. At the end perhaps
read f.A.La, or (more boldly and far from certainly) f.A.'YJ~Ef.A.L<:i; but theta before
second mu looks possible, too.
Line 9: EUnJxou: both epsilon and tau seem unlikely. The former is
too circular in shape, the latter lacks any leftward extension of its horizontal
stroke. Read: Auvxou, which, besides resolving the palaeographical problems
just noted, produces a patronymic better suited for a daughter with a rare
Egyptian name like Taapharsis.
Line I8: from ~La onward the printed transcript looks difficult, but
acceptable. Before that, instead of (XELp6ypa(J)ov) ~~~y~(ypwnaL), read:
'Evtt'taK("taL). To begin with, this is a grapheion document, and not a
chirograph in form. Here epsilon and nu are written gigantically (relatively
speaking)--almost like a signature monogram. What follows is written small
and quick; the right stroke of kappa (in suspension) runs into the top of the
following delta of ~La.
2.

SBXVITI I3181(=P.Tebt. II498, P.Tebt.Wal/6)
Plate 6
There is an extra line at the beginning of the papyrus. Line I begins
with YE['touc, with the initial epsilon written huge and florid. Analogous (for
size if not shape) is the initial epsilon in SB I3785 (= P.Tebt. II 502). I take
the bottom horizontal stroke of the epsilon in SB I3787 as the swerve that
intersects the first phi of Phaophi and runs across the top of that word. Mter
YE['touc should come the ordinal number for the year, spelled out in full,
followed by AmoKpa'topoc. Accordingly, Kaicapoc--which I read as
Ka[ic]apoc--marks the beginning of line 2, indented a bit because of the big,
intrusive epsilon from the line above. Read lines I-2 as follows:
YE[muc (number) AmoKpa'topoc]
I
Ka[ic]apoc TpaLavov rA~]pLavov CEflac'tOV.
The resulting imperial title is standard for Hadrian, and the one most
frequently found in his document headings: P. Bureth, Les titulatures
imperiales (Brussels I964), pp. 6I-63.
In line 3 (old line 2), it is certain that -rijc (not wv) is the article
before IloAEtJ.rovoc. Dots are unnecessary. At the end of line 5 (old line 4) <he
precedes twv; it has dropped out of the SB transcript, but is present in Wall's
text. In line II (old line I 0), instead of ~mou, with its grammatically
troublesome genitive case, read: 6 'tou.
3.
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SBXVlli 13788 (=P.Tebt. II440, P.Tebt.Wa/17)
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Plate7

Line 2: for ]. .. [
7
]v ~11voc MEc[opl], read: EucE]~ouc
[CE~acw]v ~11voc MEc[opl]. The collocation EucE~ouc CE~ac'toov
removes this piece chronologically from the mid-second century and places it
(with some likelihood) at the very end of the second century or beginning of
the third, during the joint reign of Septimius Severns and Caracalla: see P.
Bureth, Les titulatures imperiales, p. 96, for possible supplements.
Line 8: for ~uo, read: ~ucL Remove the dots from under the preceding
't]OLC.
Line 10: restore (probably) Kat 'tOOV 'tOK]oov at the beginning of the
line.
Line 16: for ~L .. [ at the end of the line, read:
beta looks like our B; the second is open-topped.
Line 17: for Ka"ta .. v[, read: Ka'ta xav[1n.
Line 18: for

~ll~E

t .. [,read:

~11~£voc

~~A[LOfhlKllC.

The first

[.

SB XVIII 13789 (P.Tebt. II 546, P. Tebt. Wa//8)Plate 7
In line 1, for (HpoovtrovL, read: KpovLoovL. In line 4, as the ed. pr.
notes, £cxov, which already appears in line 1, is superfluous; it should be so
printed. Toward the end of the line, my old transcript shows: OK'tWL followed
by the y(vE'taL stroke. But OK'too y({vE'taL) now looks better. In line 5, for
(~pax~ac ), read: ( ~pax~a(). These changes seem sufficient to warrant a
new, cleaned-up transcript of this little text:

5.

Hp<b~1]C

KpovtroVL xa(pLv.
£cxov :n;apa [c]ou aq/oov 6<p(ALC ~oL ~pax~oov £Kawv
{£cxov} ~pax~ac 6K1ili y({vE'taL)
(~pax~at)

fl.

SB XVITI 13793 (= P.Tebt. II 527, P. Tebt. Wa/112)
This is an enormously long and, especially toward its upper half, badly
damaged division of property. Connected sense is rarely recoverable.
Nevertheless, further close study may serve to advance Dr. Wall's valiant
efforts. For now, I offer suggestions only for changes that look secure and
that are important enough to advance understanding of the text.
18 For ].oL 'tpLcxo(voo~, read: ]. ol 'tpTc (read: 'tpETc) KoLvooc. In
other words, there are three parties to this property division, as assured by the
6.
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names recovered toward the top of the text (Galates, Taonnophris, and
Thenherakleia) and by the corresponding signatures below.
_ 20 I read this line as follows (with many borrowings but also many
differences from ed.pr.): [ c. 5 ] "tWV EVVEa apoupwv ~Loopu; ~L' f)c
<pEpE"taL "ta u~a"ta f.A.EXPL "tijc an;o VO"tO'U "tWV "tECcapwv apoupwv
~Loo[puy]oc [n:O"tL]c-,;pac n:poc "tO eU&v[e]Lv "ta u~a"ta "tate EV inpl]Aq>
apovpaLC.
22 amwc : probably read omwc.
24-25 For AEAOYXEV -,;wv, read: A£A.oyx.£v-,;wv. The phrase becomes:
oov f.A.EV 'A£'AoYXEvtWV "tECcapwv apoupwv. At the end of the line 24, ed. pr.
fails to record oov ~t. Restore the beginning of the next line with:
[A£A.orx£v-,;]wv.
3 1 For an:o f.A.Epou[ c E]vvf.a apoupoov, read: an:o f.A.EV -,;[wv £]vvf.a
apoupwv. (The second nu in £vv£a stands in correction.) After Wt'Y)AL<i>wu,
read: f.A.E[po ]c instead of: .. [... ]c.
34 For n:p~~ A.Lf3oc, read: &.:rro ALf3oc.
36 For [up ypa(<pEUp]. aL, read [up ypa(<pEL]wL. For f..t'Y)V(oc ), read:
CEf3(acwu). After TiawL there is a stroke over the right side of the
following kappa (= 20), extending in such a way to guarantee that the cipher
for the date requires, as ed. pr. indicates, one more digit.
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